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Abstract: This project is an innovative solution to robotics in health care and more important to the management and control of
the spread of the corona virus disease 2019(COVID-19).The main facilities of the robots is to ensure cleaning, sterilization and
to minimize person-to-person contact and support in hospitals and similar facilities such as quarantine.This will supportive as
well as helps to minimizing the life threat to medical staff and doctors to active role in the management system of the COVID-19
pandemic. The main point of view of this robotics to highlight the importance of medical robotics in general and then to connect
its utilization by the multipurpose robot of covid treatment. This is improve the smart telemedicine. which is also effective in
similar situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Looking for the today's need We are assembling a project to protect yourself from viruses This includes building your own robot to
maintain social distance. The robot delivers food and medicine with the help of a remote control system. We have added video
conferencing functions in it. Because we can identify if something is available to the patient or how he is doing And we can treat
them according to his needs and we can give whatever is needed to the patient with the help of robots. In this robot we have created
a new robot using mechanical electrical electronics . Its sole purpose is to maintain a man-to-man social distance and it does this
with the help of robots It uses two geared motors ,battery and battery indicator.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Toshihiro Yukawa et al (2004) concluded a robot that can perform nursing tasks in a hospital or welfare facility. The robot has
omni-directional mechanism, and has high controllability and the capability to make small turns. As well, wireless
correspondence between the robot and an operator enables the robot's autonomous movement in a hospital.[1]
B. Yoshiro Hadflniv et al(2004) concluded a serrice robot that can deliver parcels, letters or documents in such an euvimnment
design policy, architectum, methodology and implementation of this system art presented. [2]
C. Simon thief et al (2009) studied in the application of a team of service robots within hospital environments. [3]
D. John hu et al (2011) studied about a mobile robotic nurse assistant (RONA) is highly desired to enhance the quality of care that
nurses and their staff can provide star technologies is developing a revolution array RONA system that provides physical
assistance to nurses in hospital ward through modular control software architecture robotic system allows multiple operation
control.[4]
E. Francisco Peleato et al (2013) concluded an innovative solution with a Smart Global Positioning System (S-GPS) framework
and a novel algorithm for tracking delivery robots using multilateration technique with optimal number of references. The SGPS framework enables to compute coordinates of all static sensors and mobile robots within the building and Accept for fault
tolerance in case of sensor parts failures. The algorithm provides precise localization of patients and delivery robots for
improved navigation.[5]
F. Ho Seak Ahn et al(2015) studied of healthcare robot system for healthcare environments to save time for medical staff
evaluating the performance and efficiency of the proposed VOA robotic software framework.[6]
G. Yasuhisa Hirata et al (2015) concluded a concept of delivery robot system for supporting the Hospital staff and overall control
system for delivering the require with proper time. The delivering tasks of the robot is realized based on a communication
between the robot and the human.[7]
H. Seohyn Jeon et al(2016) studied in this paper the multiple mobile robots for hospital logistic application proposes and algorithm
that reduces computational resource for calculating the minimum cost for finding the route of multiple choice.[8]
I. Ji Eun Han et al ( 2017) concluded Gnluence service context and experiences both in direct and indirect ways. the view point of
actual application to healthcare environment. Instead functional quality is the major determinant which patients could recognize
relatively easily during the process of healthcare service.[9]
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Jin Liu et al (2019) concluded a service robot cloud platform to overcome this problem. Firstly, the service robot cloud platform
is designed. Secondly, the robot service scheduling Voice system is used to verification of availability and high services
accuracy of the platform.[10]
K. Thanh Thi Nguyen et al (2020) take a survey of AI methods being used in various applications in the fight against COVID-19.
they also contributed to helping humans in the touch fight against COVID -19.[11]
L. Zeashon Hameed Khan et al (2020) concluded the prime utilization of such robots is to minimize the social distance and
cleanliness and supports in hospitals and similar facilities such as a quarantine and to minimize the spread of the novel corona
virus disease 2019 (COVID19).[12]
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a robot for serve food and medicines to patients of corona virus in India.We concluded that moving
towards the high technology the upcoming model is robot food and medicine delivery system in which we provide. This robot help
to doctor and avoid man touch. To maintain the social distance.
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